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Back Ground:After 11 years as an experience in training youth, started from 2000, YLDF started working
with children as a target group in the summer in a program called "Future Leaders", in its
centers (Girls World Communication Center – Youth Economic Development Center). By
developing them with skills and Knowledge to be leaders in the future. YLDF starts including
the concept of Gender and the girls education in the training of the children, to reduce the gap
between the two sex, to start understanding and respecting it from the beginning. This
program work children as a unique program in Yemen a target children their ages between (814). And train them in the gander, leadership, and communication skills and girls education
concepts by using the participation way in training. The idea of this activity has been
developed for the summer course from the "Generations for Peace Camp" which was
attended by 8 trainees from Yemen in 2008, 2009 and 2010 respectively and in this these
camps, trainees from Yemen received training in how to deal with children and reduce
conflicts among them, using sport as a solution to these problems. The trainers are the
following:1. Gabool A l-mutawakel 2008.
2. Safa Rawiah
2008.
3. Ammar Al-nuzili
2009.
4. Marwan Al-magidi
2009.
5. Mohammed Al-syaghi
2010.
6. Mohammed Al-afif
2010.
7. Manal Al-marwani
2010.
8. Mohammed Al-qadasi
2010.
The Goal of the Activity:Create a common understanding and commitment to children in the concept of gender, which
seeks to find common bonds between children in general to learn the concept and release
better through sports.

Specific Objective:Strengthen the capacity of 40 children in summer program for children.

Activity Contents:1. General concepts in gender equality and the right education and work in a team and the
concept of leadership and effective communication.
2. Training course for 5 days to build capacity and skills in the field of gender by using
sport.

The Activity Outputs:Instill the concept of gender equality and the right education and other in the minds of children
(boys and girls) and using the sport.

Summery:The activity started in training the children the concept of the Girls Education, also by learning
them the basics of the Hand ball sport. Children got that girls most complete studying because
they are an important Component in the community. More over they learned something new
about the hand ball sport. In the second day they got training in planning, the trainer used a
movie that showed children the importance of the right planning.

Children learned that everyone should plan for
his\her life or studying or whatever. Also they got
more about the hand ball sport and they start playing
it and enjoy it in a peace atmosphere. In the third day,
children got training in the children rights; they got the
laws and decisions that UN made for them. In fact
children were very wondering that they were not know
about a lot about their rights, after they finished the
training, they directly started implement demands
their rights from their families, brothers, and even we
(the trainer). Also in this day they learned about the
foot ball sport basics and laws. They play and enjoy it
with each other. In addition, the trainers connect the
concepts of leadership, communication, and team
work concept with the sport to make emphasize on
them. The fourth day was for the leadership and team
work training. In this day children a wonderful leaders,
everyone wanted to be a leader to lead others and
solve problems if there as a team not as an individual.
Also in this day, children learned about a new sport
which is the volley ball sport.

They were very happy to know a new sport and start play it together with a big smiles and
pleasures. They also learned how to play this sport in the right way and laws. In the final day,
children were very happy, because they did not get any training and the second thing is that
they played all the day (from the morning till the noon).

They were satisfied by what they learned a get from the
activity like, leadership, girls education, and children
rights. Now they are ready to implement what they learned
from this activity and reflecting it in their personal life, with
family or even in the school or with their friends. And also
they are ready to play football, hand ball, and volley ball
with their friends or families to reflect what they got from
the activity in the summer period. And how this activity
changed their thoughts and concept in sport, that how by
using sport you can make unity and peace within the
community.
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Ammar Al-nuzili.
Marwan Al-magidi.
Manal Al-marwani.
Mohammed Al-syaghy.
Mohammed Al-afif.
Mohammed Al-qadasi.
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